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Writing Detroit
The Globe Institute—Writing and Making

Ben Rambadt
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Write It

In response to 47% of Detroit’s adult population being illiterate, 

The Globe Institute is a facility that offers an elite group of 

educators and teaching fellows with the ability to provide 

feedback and insight for talented and aspiring writers. Local and 

traveling writers and thinkers can have the chance to teach and 

explore the backbone that makes Detroit unique. Located near the 

Dequindre Cut and Detroit Riverfront Walk, the Writing Institute 

allows for multiple opportunities of having public interactions 

year round, creating written inspirations from local experiences. 
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Make It

Writing is a powerful tool and will be joined at the Globe Institute 

with a fabrication and innovation center where both young and 

experiences innovators can collaborate and creates digitally or 

hand modified contraptions. The facility  offers a large workshop, 

gallery, and second floor studio space for people to hash out 

new ideas and creations with everyday items. The open space 

and its relation to the existing Globe Building offers an industrial 

quality to the space, invoking true inspiration for the innovators 

occupying the facility.   
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Cut, Remove Circulate
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Formally with respect to the site and the existing Globe Building, 

the design decisions to remove portions of the building were done 

in order to bring more natural lighting in to the central spaces of 

the structure. General moves in extracting the middle was done 

along the guidelines of the existing structure and remove optimal 

columns, beams, and trusses. These decisions were also made 

to allow more public interactions on the ground level towards 

the center of the Globe Building with the central area creating 

opportunities of retail spaces, cafe, pub, gallery space with the 

educational program elevated above the public interactions.

Globe Building Cut
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The cut through the core of the Globe Building was done so 

as to allow more social interactions within the boundaries 

of the building, making the public more interactive with 

the structure. 

Cut Through
The cut made to the existing building was done in a way as 

to not relocate any existing structure and to follow it as 

more of a guideline for the overall move in taking out the 

center of the Globe Building.

Structure
Where the middle portion of the Globe building was, a 

contemporary facade has been placed in to express the 

cut that was physically made to the existing building for 

the purpose of bringing in more natural light and allowing 

the public to enter through the main courtyard space. 

Upgraded Facade Material
The Globe Building in this project was given a face-lift of 

stairs that can accommodate circulation for students and 

crew to access the second story in a way that allows them 

to become closer and view the building and its hardware. 

Up, Stairs
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Second level suspended conference space over the main 

reading space in the foundry.

Write It
An inserted floor space within the existing structure 

creates an open floor studio space which expresses 

material interaction between new and old.

Make It
From the Dequindre Cut thru the foundry space and 

then thru retail, people can become immersed in the 

structure and its contact with social interaction.

Cross Movement
These fabricated pods are designed to act as a haven or 

place with limited distractions for the teaching fellows 

living at the Globe Center for periods of time. 

Focus Pods
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Level_Interact

+ 4’-0”

Level Interact:

The ground level of the facility is situated around the public circulation that 

runs directly through the building site, creating a central courtyard space 

where students and public can interact. 

- Workshop

- Gallery Space

- Retail/Shops

- Library Space/Reading

- Pub

- Bookstore

- Coffee Shop

8’

16’

32’
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Level_Learn

+ 24’-0”

Level Learn:

The institution is set up to provide a space for creative innovations and 

writings for people of all ages. 

- Offices & Conference Room

- Studio Work Space

- Suspended Conference/Lecture Space

- Writing Labs

- Teaching Fellows Offices 

8’

16’

32’
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Level_Live

+ 35’-0”

Level Live:

The Teaching Fellows at the writing institute are generally on monthly to 

quarterly rotations, moving in and out of the living space as if they were 

staying in a hostel. These 5 living spaces accommodate the teaching fellows 

by providing ease of access to their work environment, Focus Pods, and walk 

to downtown Detroit.

- Teaching Fellow Living Spaces

8’

16’

32’
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Level_Focus

+ 46’-0”

Level Focus:

This level provides the teaching fellows at the writing institute with a 

retreating space where they can focus on work, research, and writing. These 

Focus Pods are located directly above each living space with direct vertical 

access. The Focus Pods are situated in a way as to eliminate distractions 

from external interactions by directing views to the exterior in a way as to 

limit visual interruptions.

-Focus Pods

8’

16’

32’
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4’ 32’ 64’

Section A-A

4’-0”

24’-0”

35’-0”

46’-0”

The entire second level of the institute 

is set up for writing and educational 

purposes. With the existing structure 

of the Globe Building, the conference 

and lecture hall space will be situated 

inside a suspended structure from the 

existing truss system in the foundry. 

The reasoning behind this suspended 

space is to act as a way for inhabitants to 

visually interact with the differentiations 

of the structure of the Globe and have 

an appreciation for century old steel 

fabrication in Detroit.

Suspended Space
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4’ 32’ 64’

Section A-A

4’-0”

24’-0”

35’-0”

46’-0”
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Suspended Space
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Suspended Space

A space where education 
comes from more than  
the educator. The space 
suspended creates visual 
interactions between the new 
and old structure, encouraging 
thoughtful conversation with 
oneself and reality.
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4’ 32’ 64’

Section B-B

4’-0”

24’-0”

35’-0”

46’-0”

The Focus Space (Pods) are designed 

to eliminate distractions and create a 

focused environment for teaching fellows 

visiting the Globe Writing and Fabrication 

Institution. These Focus Pods are a loft 

space directly accessible from the living 

space below and can be used for research 

and writing inspiration as teaching 

fellows work for their periods of time with 

students and writing  Detroit’s stories. 

Focus Space
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4’ 32’ 64’

Section B-B

4’-0”

24’-0”

35’-0”

46’-0”
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Focus Space
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Focus Space
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The Globe Institute is writing 
a new chapter of Detroit with 
the talent, that is Detroit.
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